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a b s t r a c t

We present GeoSRS, a hybrid recommender system for a popular location-based social
network (LBSN), in which users are able to write short reviews on the places of interest
they visit. Using state-of-the-art text mining techniques, our system recommends loca-
tions to users using as source the whole set of text reviews in addition to their geo-
graphical location. To evaluate our system, we have collected our own data sets by
crawling the social network Foursquare. To do this efficiently, we propose the use of a
parallel version of the Quadtree technique, which may be applicable to crawling/exploring
other spatially distributed sources. Finally, we study the performance of GeoSRS on our
collected data set and conclude that by combining sentiment analysis and text modeling,
GeoSRS generates more accurate recommendations. The performance of the system
improves as more reviews are available, which further motivates the use of large-scale
crawling techniques such as the Quadtree.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The proliferation of mobile communication and GPS technologies has allowed users to add geographical identification
metadata to various social media, such as photographs, text reviews or video, among many others. Location-based social
networks (LBSNs) [54] integrate into a single network user relations (the “social” part) and geo-spatial information (the
“location-based” part). By taking into account the physical location of users, LBSNs are bridging the gap between physical
world and virtual communities such as Foursquare,4 Facebook5 or Twitter.6

The extensive use of these social networking sites has made them invaluable sources of information. However, the sheer
volume of data flowing through these sites, even for a single user, has made it increasingly difficult for humans to track all
this information. Therefore, most social networking sites implement some sort of Social Recommendation System (SRS)
[16]: for example, Twitter suggests who to follow, Facebook filters and prioritizes posts in users' walls and Foursquare
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Fig. 1. Fully integrated location-based Information System. It includes modules for crawling, preprocessing crawled data, modeling and recommendation.
The bottom part of the figure shows examples of data chunks that each module produces.
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recommends locations where to go. When the social content is geotagged, it becomes strictly necessary to consider user and
item localization in the recommendation paradigm.

Location-based recommendation constitutes a unique application in LBSNs and it substantially differs from traditional
recommender systems in the fact that the latter does not take into account the spatial properties of users and items [34].
Moreover, location-based recommendation on top of LBSNs might also benefit from the interaction between the three layers
composing a LBSN, namely the user, the location and the content layer [47].

In this paper, we propose a fully integrated system for information retrieval of geolocated data and end-to-end location-
based recommender, suitable for the popular social network Foursquare. The reader should note, however, that our methods
are applicable to any other social network that contains geolocated time-referenced reviews and hence, in our presentation
we abstract from the fact that we are using this particular site.

We believe that fully operative recommender systems on top of LBSNs require end-to-end designs, capable of performing
data retrieval from social networks, cleaning the noisy and duplicated data, extracting relevant features and, not least,
performing recommendation.

Our proposed location-based information system is summarized in Fig. 1. It retrieves the short reviews together with
their geolocated venues and reviewers identification as its basis for recommendations. In Foursquare, users are able to
check-in to places of interest (venues), write short reviews (tips) for the venues where they checked into, and share this
information with users within their social network. For the task of crawling venues, users and tips, we had to use Four-
square's API, an interface which imposes restrictions to the amount of information one can query and the amount of
requests one can make. Therefore, it was imperative to devise a crawling mechanism that would make optimal use of the
queries available to us. To achieve this task, we have designed a parallel version of the Quadtree algorithm [42], which is very
well suited for crawling venues that are spatially distributed, while at the same time gaining considerable throughput. We
have found that crawling all venues from large urban areas such as Mexico D.F. or New York in reasonable time was possible
by the proposed Quadtree algorithm. We consider the application of the parallel Quadtree algorithm to this problem an
important contribution of our paper and we believe that problems that require sweeping spatial devices (sensors) could also
benefit from it.

To make recommendations our system makes extensive use of user's reviews (tips). In order to extract meaningful
information from these free-form reviews, GeoSRS relies upon many state-of-the-art techniques for text mining and sen-
timent analysis, which are evaluated in terms of recommendation accuracy and the ones that outperform are selected to be
used in GeoSRS. Another relevant contribution from our paper is the increase of accuracy when mixing the review's sen-
timent and content into a simple but rather effective weighted hybrid recommender setup [9]. Sentiment refers to the global
opinion that is reflected in the review (positive, negative or neutral) while content indicates the topics that the review
addresses. This enforces the idea that pure review-based choices are not merely based on the opinion reflected on a short
review (The service was too slow), but also on the content relevant to the user (This is a kinda working place rather than a
coffee shop).

To evaluate our system, we have collected our own data set of restaurants and tips from the area of Manhattan in New
York City. We have chosen Manhattan due to the high density of venues and the number of active users, to validate both the
scalability of the Quadtree crawler and the effectiveness and coverage of the recommender system. Recommender system is
evaluated in terms of retrieval accuracy (performance) measures rather than statistical accuracy measures since we do not
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intend to predict individual venue ratings but relative order among them. Moreover, we propose an evaluation method in
which we divide historically the tips data set in training and testing. Test tips are taken as ground truth to comparatively
assess the recommendation. Last but not least, the simple weighted hybrid recommender setup employed in GeoSRS is
compared against other state-of-the-art configurations such as meta-level and cascade models.

To summarize, this paper proposes for a hybrid recommender system for a location-based social network which is
uniquely built upon text reviews. Our main contributions are:

1. Using a parallel version of the Quadtree technique as the basic strategy for crawling spatially distributed data.
2. Using sentiment analysis on text reviews to generate the source for collaborative-filtering.
3. Using the aggregated reviews by user and venue to generate the profiling information for content-based

recommendation.
4. Using a simple but powerful hybridization technique to improve recommendation performance.
5. Putting it all together into a working information system.
6. Evaluating and comparing GeoSRS against other state-of-the-art hybrid systems in terms of IR figures.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of related work in social recommendation on
top of LBSNs, sentiment and content analysis systems and general hybrid recommendation techniques. Section 3 proposes a
parallel efficient technique to retrieve spatially distributed data sources. Our system GeoSRS is described in Section 4. Section 5
brings together the geolocated reviews data set from Foursquare with the working GeoSRS system, to assess different possible
set-ups using an offline evaluation methodology. Last but not least, Section 6 derives several conclusions from our work and
includes directions for future work.
2. Related work

The recommender system proposed in this paper falls within the class of location-based social recommender systems,
using sentiment and content analysis of text combined withcollaborative filtering techniques leading to a hybrid recommender
system. In order to place our system in context of the known literature we briefly review each of these research areas
relevant to our work.

Social recommender systems (SRS): SRS have arisen as an application of recommender systems to social networks,
although they have been accepted lately as a separate discipline in itself [16]. Nonetheless, researchers have been proposing
novel recommender set-ups based on social content for the last five to ten years [12,16,21,25].

Classical recommendation paradigms such as content-based recommenders have been enhanced by adding friendship
information into the matrix factorization objective function [25], configuring the so-called Social Content-based Recom-
mender (SoCo). Collaborative-based filtering has also been redefined by including social information to improve the user
neighborhood identification and deal with data sparsity [15,29]. According to [15], social filtering outperforms collaborative-
based filtering. Trust-based recommenders refine the notion of social filtering even further by defining several notions of
propagation of trust or reputation through the network of users. Examples of this are FeedbackTrust [33] and TrustWalker
[20] although many others exist [30,3,37]. FeedbackTrust improves user-based recommendations by enhancing user's
similarities with trust-based similarities; TrustWalker makes item-based recommendations by combining the result of
repeated random-walks over the network of connected users.

Others have proposed mechanisms to include interpersonal influences in traditional recommender systems arguing that
the interpersonal influence plays a critical role in this scenario [18]. The term social regularization has been coined to refer to
the use of a regularization based on social content. In the context of group recommendation, which consists in making
recommendations to a group of individuals based on their interests, the work of Gartrell et al. [13] highlights the benefits of
incorporating social structure into the recommender.

Several practical SRS can be found in the literature applied to distinct recommendation situations. For example, Diaby
et al. [11] describe an online social network-based job recommender system for recruiters. Tu et al. [49] present an online
dating recommending system that learns the user preferences from a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model. Xia et al. [50]
propose a system that takes into account social ties in the area of scientific articles to recommend scholarly papers to users.

Location-based social recommender systems: Recommender systems can be further improved by exploiting geolocated
data to take into account the spatial dimension [43]; such systems are generally referred to as location-based social
recommender systems. Examples in this line of research are Berjani and Strufe [4], Yang et al. [51], Ye et al. [52], and Zheng
et al. [55]; for an introduction to LBSN recommender systems and updates on the state-of-the-art see the tutorial [54] or the
recently published textbook by Symeonidis et al. [48]. Compared to Yang et al. [51], we are using the same data source, and
due to similarity of contributions we hereby present our contributions with theirs. Yang et al. [51] proposed a location-based
recommendation system that uses geolocated tips from Foursquare jointly with check-in information to improve the
recommendation performance. Our hybrid recommender system GeoSRS differs from this work in various aspects. While
Yang et al. [51] use only sentiment information from tips, we also extract the topics structure from them to model user and
venue profiles. Additionally, authors based the recommendation scheme on a probabilistic factorization of the user-item
matrix that considers social influence, whereas we found out that by using social influence on the collaborative-based
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branch of our hybrid system performed poorly. Moreover, we evaluate the system by assessing the relative order of near
venues compared with the actual attendance rather than calculating the statistical accuracy of the estimated ratings as they
do. In our opinion, our evaluation methodology is closer to the real recommendation behavior of a location-based system.
Therefore we believe that our work complements their work on other important aspects of location-based social recom-
mender systems that have not been considered before.

Sentiment and text analysis: In this work, we propose the use of some of the already mentioned and more of the state-of-
the-art text mining techniques to build a purely review-based recommender system. Several text modeling techniques are
assessed under our recommendation scheme, such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [6], Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA)
[10], or TF–IDF [46,41]. Sentiment analysis is also included in these models by using trained traditional classifiers such as
Naive Bayes [31], Multinomial Logistic Regression [7] or supervised LDA classifiers [5].

There are many other recommender systems that leverage the information found in free-form text. In fact, previous work
show that considering text sources improves standard collaborative filtering techniques. As an example, Aciar et al. [1] build
a recommender system for consumer products based on product reviews, or Jakob et al. [19] improve movie recommen-
dations based on movie reviews. Reschke et al. [40] propose a recommendation dialog system built upon narrow questions
from reviews, which slightly differs from the recommendation problem definition. In contrast to all these systems, our
recommender system bases the whole recommendation on the reviews text data which is modeled in a flexible and general
procedure rather than building a text ontology or extracting multiple aspects [45,35].

Social context has been used to improve results in problems other than recommendation. An example that is directly
relevant to our work here is the problem of text analysis and in particular of review quality detection [28]. Most previous
work in this field treat each review as a stand-alone text document, extracting features from the text and learning a function
based on the features [53,23,26]. Naturally, taking into account additional information in the form of social relations
between authors of reviews should help improve the predictions.

Hybrid social recommenders: A good deal of researchers have been combining multiple recommendation techniques to boost the
performance of the so-called hybrid systems [8]. Standalone collaborative or content-based recommendation systems suffer from
several shortcomings which can be overcome by coupling their individual ratings. In this work, we show that these deficiencies of
individual recommenders happen as well in our problem scenario and highlight the benefits of hybridization. Among a broad range
of hybridization techniques [9], linear weighted combination seems to be one of the most simple but rather effective mechanisms,
and it is the one we implement here. For example, Mobasher et al. [32] mix two components, a collaborative and a content-based
branch, with a linear weighting scheme to perform movie recommendation. For the sake of comparison, we further develop two
other hybrid mechanisms named the cascade and the meta-level hybrid, which Burke [9] found out to work well when combining
two components of differing strength. A cascade hybrid called Entree was developed by Burke [8], who combined a knowledge-
based and collaborative recommender in a hierarchical manner based on the strength of their recommendation. Finally, a meta-
level hybrid that uses content-based recommendation to identify the collaborative neighbors can be found in Pazzani [38].
3. Data retrieval process

3.1. Social networks as sources of open data

Social networks (Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc.) act as consolidated data warehouses unifying
distinct users' social activities into common data schemes, which are often mined by in-house analytic systems or accessible
to application developer communities. These platforms implement data security and privacy policies, accepted beforehand
by the user, which rule the accessibility to the users' social data.

We refer to social open data as the content (posts, tweets, tips, publications, photos, etc.) which is visible or public to anyone. In the
last decade, open social data became essential in many research fields ranging from recommender systems to urban design and
planning [39]. Among all types of social open data, geolocated data cover a broad range of media types that include geographical
coordinates. This is the case of location-based social networks which link some media (tweets, tips, etc.) to the user location gathered
through the smart-phone GPS system. It also considers modern urban cities containing thousands of physical sensors spread over large
geographical areas, from which their sensed information (e.g. air-pollution, traffic, light-level) is linked to a geographical coordinate.

Geolocated data, generated either by users acting as social sensors or real physical sensors, can be consulted from third-
party data providers (social networks, open data portals, etc.) by means of geospatial queries. Typically, these entities
implement control mechanisms to avoid server traffic overload, which hamper the retrieval of the totality of the data at
once. Hence, any retrieval process for geolocated data has to carefully take into account these traffic limitations.

3.2. Data retrieval from social networks

Most of social networks give access to their data via Representational State Transfer (REST) Application Programming
Interfaces (API). This protocol enables an easy but effective interaction with the social network data contents. However,
these web services typically limit the rate of requests per registered application and the response data volumes in order to
avoid incoming traffic overload.
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For example, the geospatial query to obtain all the venues or places of a given geographical area from the Foursquare
social network is constrained to return 50 venues at most. This necessarily implies that this area has to be divided into
smaller sub-areas with less than 50 venues each to effectively retrieve all venues. Moreover, the Foursquare platform also
limits up to 5000 requests per hour and per registered application, forcing the retrieval process to prioritize optimal
requests. Here, we propose and motivate the use of Quadtree structures and the Quadtree construction algorithm, to
effectively and efficiently retrieve all geolocated content from a given region generated in location-based social networks
exhibiting the above-mentioned constraints.

3.3. The Quadtree algorithm

A Quadtree is a data structure based on the principle of recursive decomposition of space. Quadtrees are used as hierarchical
data representations in the domains of computer vision, image processing, pattern recognition and geographic information sys-
tems. The interest in this data structure stems from the fact that it is designed to focus resources on the areas where the infor-
mation is of greatest density. For a comprehensive survey on quadtrees and related hierarchical data structures see Samet [42].

The general Quadtree construction scheme is presented in Algorithm 1, and it works as follows. The algorithm iteratively
divides each region or cell into four subregions or subcells when the maximum capacity per cell, denoted Nmax, is reached.
Given two coordinates (the southern-west and northern-east limits) defining the geographical bounding box, the algorithm
defines and queues a quadcell object which contains its geographical limits.

Algorithm 1. Quadtree algorithm.

quad’QuadcellðNElim; SWlimÞ;
queue’ListðquadÞ;
while LengthðqueueÞ40 do
q’Popðqueue; // Obtains quad from the queue

if CheckQuadðqÞ then
aux’SplitQuadðqÞ;
Extendðqueue;auxÞ; // Push quad into the queue

�����
end

������������

end
For each quadcell in the queue, the algorithm queries the social network REST API, and compares the cardinality of the
response against the maximum number of sensors per cell, Nmax. This task is performed by the CheckQuad function
described in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Check Quadcell function.

Function CheckQuad(quad: Quadcell) : boolean
sensors’APIrequestðquad:NElim; quad:SWlimÞ;
if LengthðsensorsÞ oNmax then
SaveSensorsðsensorsÞ;
return False; // Do not split quad

�����
else
jreturn True // Splitquad

end

�����������������

end
In case the response size exceeds Nmax, the quadcell is divided into four subregions or children, whose geographical limits
are computed from its parents bounds, and these are also added into the pending queue. This task is performed by the
SplitQuad function described in Algorithm 3. Leaves or quadcells whose API query returned fewer sensors than the max-
imum allowed, are stored into disk and the quadcells removed from the queue.

Algorithm 3. Split Quadcell function.

Function SplitQuad(quad: Quadcell) : List

// Computes the NElim and SWlim for each child

NElims; SElims; SWlims; NWlims’ChildrenLimðquad:NElim; quad:SWlimÞ;

// Creates Listof children

children’ListðQuadcellðNElims:NE;NElims:SWÞ;
QuadcellðSElims:NE; SElims:SWÞ;
QuadcellðSWlims:NE; SWlims:SWÞ;
QuadcellðNWlims:NE;NWlims:SWÞ;
return children;

����������������������

end



Fig. 2. At the top, spatial distribution of geolocated data uniform and normally distributed with standard deviation σ ¼ 100;10;0:25. Corresponding
quadtree structures at the bottom.
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In order to interpret the results of the Quadtree algorithm for sensors spread over a bounded region, we simulate the
Quadtree execution for different spatial distributions, all containing equal number of sensors (top of Fig. 2). In other words,
all distributions integrate to N, the number of sensors in the region.

The resulting Quadtree structures (bottom of Fig. 2) clearly show the dependency between the peakiness of the dis-
tribution and the number of quadcells. Given that each quadcell implies at least one HTTP query to the REST API, peaky
distributions of geospatial data result in less efficient quadtree executions compared to flatter and more uniform
distributions.

The Quadtree algorithm overcomes the API limitations by first partitioning the geographical space into appropriate
subregions and second by keeping the HTTP request rate bounded. We have not included the appropriate instructions for
the control process over the request rate to keep the description in Algorithm 1 simple. However, the implementation of the
Quadtree algorithm should keep control over the time between consecutive requests or the overall number of requests per
hour, and sleep the program when necessary.

3.4. Scaling-up the Quadtree algorithm

Efficiency and scalability are key with today's volume of data available. Here, we propose a parallel version of the
Quadtree algorithm. First, we state the main scalability drawbacks of the proposed algorithm and then revisit the algorithm
to propose a new parallel Quadtree algorithm.

We assume that the maximum number of request per hour and per registered application is Rmax. This limit is imposed
by the social network administrator. When the number of sensors, N, is large Rmax becomes the limiting factor of the
algorithm performance.

Our approach uses parallelization of the algorithm into K sub-processes, each using a different registered application key
and hence, enabling greater request rates (with K sub-processes the limit becomes KRmax). These subprocesses could either
run at the same machine or into different machines with distinct public IP addresses, depending on social network
directives.

One classical way to tackle this multiprocess problem is by means of the producer–consumer paradigm. The producer is
in charge of querying the social network API, generating and queuing the quadcells into a processing queue. Then, the
consumer takes each queued quadcell and stores it into the disk. By splitting the two most time consuming sub-processes
(querying the API and storing to disk), we experience considerable gains into the parallelization of the Quadtree algorithm.

The producer–consumer scheme for the parallelization of Quadtree, described in Algorithms 4 and 5, works as follows.
The producer threads (Algorithm 4) produce quadcells (prodQuad) by querying the Social Network API about the quadcells
stored in the pending queue (PendQueue), checks whether the cardinality of the responses exceed the maximum number of
sensors per cell (Nmax) and splits the quadcells if they exceed. The split quadcells whose number of sensors exceeds Nmax are
also pushed into the pending queue for the next producer. Then, the producer stores the leaves or quadcells that have less
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sensors than Nmax into the processing queue (ProcQueue), and notifies the condition variable (Cond) to release the under-
lying lock. This notification awakes the consumers threads (Algorithm 5) waiting in the condition variable, which consume
quadcells (consQuad) from the processing queue. Consuming means pulling the quadcell from the queue and storing the
sensors' values into disk. When the consumer thread completes its task, it waits in the condition variable for the next release
triggered by the producers.

Algorithm 4. Producer Quadtree algorithm.

Function Producer (PendQueue: Queue, ProcQueue: Queue,Cond: Condition,API: APIhand) : void
while countQuadsðPendQueueÞ40 do
withðCondÞ

q¼ prodQuadðPendQueue; APIÞ;
putQuadðProcQueue;QÞ;
notifyðCondÞ;

���������
end
with Cond :;

notifyAllðCondÞ

��������������������

end
Algorithm 5. Consumer Quadtree algorithm.

Function Consumer (PendQueue: Queue, ProcQueue: Queue, Cond: Condition) : void
while countQuadsðPendQueueÞ40 do

withðCondÞ;
WaitðCondÞ;
if countQuadsðProcQueueÞ40 then

j consQuadðProcQueueÞ
end

������������
end

�����������������

end
3.5. Case study: the Foursquare platform

The Foursquare platform provides a REST API to interact with its components as well as to access its open social data
from registered applications. Querying the platform on the geolocated venues data requires satisfying the response size
constraints (50 venues per request) and rate limitations (5000 request per hour and application). The parallel Quadtree
algorithm enables an effective and efficient data retrieval process by parallelizing API requests into Kp subprocesses and
storing to disk into Kc subprocesses. We found out that using Kp¼3 producers and Kc¼10 consumers exhibits a proper
performance, although the optimization of these parameters is beyond the scope of this paper.

Fig. 3 shows the Quadtree structures for three large urban areas: Athens, Manhattan and Mexico City. As we could expect,
the Quadtree grows deeper in the city downtown and business and commercial subareas, while being shallower in resi-
dential areas, parks and city surroundings. Table 1 presents some other features about the Quadtrees built in each of these
urban areas.
Fig. 3. Parallel Quadtree structures. (a) Athens, (b) Manhattan, and (c) Mexico DF.



Table 1
Urban Quadtrees with Kp¼3 producers and Kc¼10 consumers.

Features Athens New York Mexico D.F.

NE lim 38.03, 23.79 40.80,�73.91 19.59, �98.94
SW lim 37.95, 23.69 40.70,�74.07 19.13, �99.36
Venues 48.215 297.924 511.096
Quadcells 2.997 18.682 32.270
Quadcell leaves 2.248 14.011 24.202
Quadtree time (s) 4.432 27.980 32.015

Fig. 4. A graphical overview of the hybrid recommender system and its recommendation matrix.
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4. GeoSRS system description

4.1. Overview

GeoSRS uses a rating-based scheme to perform item recommendation. This means that given a utility function
f :U � I-R, a rate or measure of importance is estimated from the set of all users, U, and the set of all items, I. The
recommendation problem can be seen as the following optimization problem:

iu ¼ arg max
iA I

f ðu; iÞ 8uAU ð1Þ

in which, for each user u, the goal is to determine the item, i, that maximizes the utility function among all available items.
The item, iu, that satisfies this maximization is recommended to the user u. However, the utility function is usually not
defined for the whole space U � I, and consequently, the recommender needs to estimate the missing ratings to perform an
accurate recommendation, as shown in the recommendation matrix from Fig. 4.

GeoSRS is a hybrid social recommender system that combines a collaborative and a content-based subsystems to define
the utility function which estimates the ratings for the unseen items. In particular, the utility function is defined from the
user-item affinity as well as the community opinion by combining them into a hybrid system, given by the following linear
combination:

f ¼ f colþαf cont

where α is a positive real, and while the content-based branch, fcont, mainly uses the inferred features of the item and the
profile of the user, the collaborative branch, fcol, takes advantage of the “wisdom of the crowd”.

4.2. Content-based branch

The content-based recommendation branch brings into the system the user preferences and item features with the
purpose of making recommendations according to the user profile. Following the introduced nomenclature, the utility
function for the content-based branch predicts the rate for both seen and unseen items. The rate, R, is predicted from the dot
product of the users' profile vectors, wu, and items' feature vectors, wi. Thus, the utility function can be redefined as

f cont :wu �wi-R ð2Þ
Due to the fact that items and users spaces are large, mechanism to reduce dimensionality or filtering items/users is

often used.
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4.2.1. Similarity measurement
Similarity measurement among pairs of users and items can be either calculated using heuristic models or statistical

models learned from the underlying data [2]. Our proposed approach for the content-based branch uses a cosine-based
heuristic model in order to compute the similarity rate between user profiles and items features. Hence, the utility function
formulation can be expressed as

f cont ¼ cos wu;wið Þ ¼ wu
�! wi

�!
J wu
�!J J wi

�!J
ð3Þ

where wu and wi are respectively the profile vectors for the users and items defined from the reviews content models
described below.

4.2.2. Review content models
Text reviews have been preprocessed using standard techniques, in particular we have removed stop-words and

punctuation marks, stripped white space, and converted all text to lower case.
In this work we consider several state-of-the-art techniques for review modeling. The aim of modeling reviews is to build

descriptive profiles for both users and items. To this end, we aggregate all reviews by a user, and consider the aggregated
reviews as a single text document to be modeled, wu. Analogously, we aggregate all reviews of a given item in order to build
a document that once modeled will represent the item, wi. In what follows, we list and briefly explain the modeling
techniques we have used to model aggregated text reviews into K components for both profile vectors.

Term frequency–inverse document frequency: TF–IDF maps the contents of a review into a set of K keywords depending on
the measurement of importance through the calculation of a numeric statistic [46,41]. The numeric statistic is calculated for
each word from the review and then, the K more relevant words are kept.

Latent semantic analysis: LSA can be used to map the contents of a review into K latent concepts which turn out to be
words that are close in meaning [10]. LSA is performed applying single value decomposition of a term-document matrix.
This matrix contains the terms or words in the rows and the documents or reviews in the columns. The real number in the
intersection of rows and columns indicates the occurrence of terms in the document. The K largest eigenvalues and their
corresponding eigenvectors lead to a rank K approximation of the term-document matrix.

Latent Dirichlet Allocation: LDA is a generative probabilistic model in which documents or reviews are represented as
random mixtures over latent topics, and each topic is characterized by a distribution over words [6]. LDA is used to model
reviews' contents into topics that occurs in a review. Intuitively, a review can talk about the service of a Japanese restaurant,
and another review refers to the food of a local restaurant. Both reviews lead to different topics if the space of topics is large
enough to differentiate among them.

4.3. Collaborative branch

The collaborative branch of the review-based recommender system aims to gather the opinion of the crowd from the
posted reviews. Recommendation is done based on the opinion that the close neighborhood has about a specific item. Thus,
we define the utility function f for the seen items ru0 ;i to be the sentiment indicator that comes from the sentiment analysis
of a text review that a user wrote about an item. For the unseen items, the heuristic proposed is an averaging over the rates
of those similar users (neighbors) who have seen the item. Formally,

f col ¼ ru;i ¼
1
N

X
u0 ANu

ru0 ;i ð4Þ

where Nu represent the N users in the neighborhood of u. Determining N and the neighborhood is key to achieve a good rate
estimate for unseen items.

4.3.1. Neighborhood identification
The neighborhood identification plays a key role to achieve an accurate prediction of the recommender rate. Recom-

mender systems have traditionally used the similarity among users from the matrix of user-item ratings [11]. Similarity
usually takes into account pairs of ratings that both users have rated. Similarity measurement has been usually calculated by
means of a heuristic mechanism such as the Pearson correlation coefficient or cosine-based similarity [2].

We propose to use the cosine-based similarity for the review-based recommender collaborative branch, as the heuristic
measurement of similarity of two pairs of user vectors ux

!, uy
!. This is

sim ux;uy
� �¼ cos ux;uy

� �¼ ux
!uy

!

Jux
!J Juy

!J
ð5Þ

The user vectors are defined from sentiment ratings over all items. With this approach, pairs of users, who have both rated
positively or negatively pairs of items, share similar opinions for the unseen items. The cosine-based similarity becomes a
useful metric to identify them.
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Lately, social recommender systems have introduced novel mechanism to identify the neighbor for collaborative filtering.
Groh and Ehmig [15] propose to use social friendships or relationship to generate the neighborhood for a collaborative
recommender. According to them, this approach could outperform the traditional collaborative filtering.
4.3.2. Review sentiment models
Text reviews have also been preprocessed using the aforementioned techniques before applying the following supervised

sentiment models. These models have been trained with tagged reviews data and then used to predict the sentiment for the
out-of-sample reviews. In fact, we have used three different data sets to build, test and validate the sentiment classifiers:

� A training data set: It is composed of 1500 text reviews. These reviews are tagged using AFINN [36], a list of English words
rated for valence with an integer between minus five (negative) and plus five (positive). The rating is discretized in three
values �1, 0 and 1 via a modified version of sign function, indicating the negative, neutral and positive reviews
respectively.

� A testing data set: It is composed of 500 text reviews which also tagged using the AFINN approach.
� A validation data set: It is composed of 200 text reviews that we have manually tagged as positive, neutral or negative

reviews.

Bernoulli Naive Bayes sentiment classifier: A Naive Bayes classifier considers a probabilistic model with naive indepen-
dence assumptions between the features to predict the probability distribution of a sample over the set of classes. We aim to
simply model the review sentiment by using a Naive Bayes classifier which considers a bag-of-words model for the review
text. This means that we consider words as the model features without taking their position in the review into account and
assuming independence among words of a given class (positive, negative or neutral). This can be achieved by using the
Bernoulli Naive Bayes model, which defines features as independent binary inputs describing whether or not a word occurs
in a given review (see [31] for a clarification on the different types of Naive Bayes classifiers).

Multinomial logistic regression sentiment classifier: Since we aim to estimate three possible outcomes for each review,
positive, negative and neutral reviews, a multi-class classifier is needed. The multinomial logistic regression generalizes the
logistic regression to a multi-class setting [22]. This classifier estimates the probabilities of the possible outcomes based on a
set of features. It differs from the Naive Bayes classifier in that there is no need for statistical independence on the set of
features or words used in the multinomial logit regression. A drawback, compared with Naive Bayes, is the fact that esti-
mating the regression coefficients from a multinomial classifier is much complex and generally requires an iterative process.

Supervised Latent Dirichlet Allocation: The SLDA classifier for sentiment analysis extends the LDA topic model with
response variables for each document [5]. The response variable for a sentiment analysis classifier corresponds to the
sentiment class: positive, negative or neutral. Documents and their responses are jointly modeled to find the latent topics
that best predict the responses for future unlabeled documents.

4.4. Hybrid set-up

Using a hybrid linear combination of the collaborative and content-based branches, we pretend to minimize the
drawbacks of each individual approach. The hybrid model can be represented as follows, with α40,

f :U � I-R ) f : f colþαf cont ð6Þ

On the one hand, collaborative approaches highly depend on the availability of a critical mass of users who have rated
enough items to effectively predict unseen items. One way to overcome the sparsity of the user-item rating matrix is to jointly
use profiling data to identify the close neighborhood. Our approach minimizes the sparsity problem by combining the rates
from the content-based branch when the collaborative rates are not accurate enough.

On the other hand, content-based approaches basically fail to recommend items whose features have not been rated yet
by the user. In other words, the content-based recommender is overspecialized to the features from the seen items since user
profiling arises from the items already seen by the user. Item diversity is added into our system to overcome this over-
specialization. By combining the collaborative sentiment into the proposed system, unseen item features are also recom-
mended enhancing the overall accuracy.

There also exist drawbacks which are common to both approaches, such as the cold start problem [24]. For example, the
new user problem happens when a user has not reviewed any items or very few. In this situation, the recommender is not
capable of performing a recommendation and this lowers the system coverage. The new item problem is also a drawback
difficult to minimize in both set-ups. It occurs when an item is new into the system and it has not yet been reviewed by any
user. Since no user feedback exist for these items, the system is not capable of performing an accurate recommendation, also
impacting the system coverage.

These two drawbacks are mainly due to the lack of data and hence their solution necessarily undergoes through the
process of effectively crawling more data from users and items.



Fig. 5. Description of the Foursquare data set used in our evaluation. (a) Number of Foursquare restaurant reviews over time and (b) tips sentiment
probability density function.
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5. System evaluation

The evaluation methodology will measure how effectively GeoSRS recommends an unseen item to a given user. It will
then make use of the social network to assess the performance accuracy of the system by comparing the actual user
feedback about an item against the potential recommendation rate for that item. Hence, we assume that there exists some
degree of causality between the fact of purchasing/experiencing an item and the subsequent action of reviewing the pro-
duct/experience.

This approach also provides a simple but powerful mechanism to measure the recommendation coverage, or simply, the
proportion of recommendations that the system is able to output. The inability to make a recommendation can happen due
to the facts that either the user provides feedback for the first time – new user problem – or the item has not yet been
reviewed – new item problem. For example, a user who checks into a Foursquare venue like a restaurant to have some food
would probably provide its own feedback in the form of a review at the social network. The interpretation of this feedback
(positive, negative or neutral) is used in our evaluation approach to be compared against the recommendation rate from
GeoSRS at the reviewing time and within the neighborhood of that restaurant.

Next, we describe the Foursquare data set that is later used to assess GeoSRS in terms of recommendation coverage and
performance accuracy.

5.1. The Foursquare restaurant tips data set

The Foursquare restaurant tips data set consists of 309.640 short reviews or tips from the Manhattan region. The whole
data set is split into training (70% oldest tips) and test sets (30% newest tips).

In Fig. 5a, we show the number of reviews as a function of time, from the first review in 2008 until the last crawling
execution in February 2014. Furthermore, this graphic shows a positive tendency in the number of reviews created since
2008, which indicates us that Foursquare has been growing since then, despite some seasonal patterns. As it has been said,
the whole data set is split into two subsets, which are also indicated in the plot.

Fig. 5 b shows the distribution of sentiment polarity of tips in the test data set. While negative values in the pdf express
negative sentiment, positive sentiment is contained in the interval (0,1]. On the other hand, neutral user feedback is
represented by a sentiment value of zero. For evaluation purposes, we consider neutral feedback as a positive experience
since most of them are statements such as “Try the hot chocolate!”; we make the assumption that the user implicitly rates
the experience as positive.

We also note that the test data set is unbalanced in terms of positive and negative ratings, reflecting the reality of
Foursquare tips data from early 2013 till 2014. This might not be extremely relevant when assessing the performance
accuracy of this data set, but it is relevant when comparing different recommender set-ups and the generalization
capabilities.



Fig. 6. Recommendation coverage for venues and users.

Fig. 7. AUCs from the recommendation error cdf for different sentiment models.
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5.2. Recommendation coverage

Recommendation coverage measures the domain of items over which the system can perform recommendations [14].
Typically, the term coverage has been associated with (1) the percentage of the items for which the system is able to
generate a recommendation and (2) the percentage of the available items which are effectively recommended. Here, we
adopt the former definition since we gather the latter in the concept of performance accuracy defined later. Thus, formally,
Coverage is defined as the percentage of available items (I) for which the recommender system can output a prediction (IP)
i.e. Cov¼ ∣IP ∣=∣I∣

� � � 100.
In GeoSRS and within the proposed evaluation scheme, IP only depends on the presence or absence of historical data

(tips) in the training data set for an item and user from the test data set. Given that the content-based branch outputs a rate
always that a given item and user have more than one tip, the overall recommendation coverage does not depend on the
collaborative branch.

In Fig. 6, we plot the recommendation coverage as a function of time in order to show how the coverage softly increases
when the number of tips starts to be large (cf. Fig. 5a) and the proportion between new and old items/users stabilizes.

From this picture, we can also see that while there is a good coverage value on restaurants venues (85% in 2014),
coverage on users is quite low (45% in 2014). This low recommendation coverage on users is mainly due to two reasons. On
the one hand, there are new users who signed up to Foursquare during the test data set time frame (2013–2014); on the
other hand, some users might have tipped just once Manhattan restaurants, but they might have tipped restaurants out of
Manhattan. This poor recommendation coverage on users could be mitigated by adapting the crawling system to also crawl
tips from users, instead of just crawling tips from venues.
5.3. Performance accuracy

Performance accuracy measures the goodness of the rate prediction against the actual rate [44,17]. Typically, it is for-
mulated as the number of successful cases over all the cases in the test data set:

accuracy¼ good cases
overall cases

: ð7Þ



Table 2
Number of positive and negative predicted ratings.

Rating SLDA Multinomial Naive Bayes No Sentiment

positive
ratings

191.809 142.758 205.585 212.947

negative
ratings

21.138 70.189 7.362 0

Fig. 8. AUCs from the recommendation error cdf for different sentiment models in a balanced data set.
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As a difference with most of the evaluation methodologies in recommender systems, our approach assumes that a
successful recommendation is the one that leads the user to a positive experience. The positiveness of the experience is
measured through the user feedback in the review, while the recommendation is generated by the engine.

Since the overall number of cases can be decomposed into positive and negative cases, the accuracy can be also
expressed in terms of the average error rate, ϵ, as

accuracy¼ 1� negative cases
overall cases

¼ 1�ϵ ð8Þ

where ϵk is the recommendation error rate for the kth experiment, defined as follows:

ϵk ¼

Nposk

Nk
Sentiment is positive

1�Nposk

Nk
Sentiment is negative

8>>><
>>>:

ð9Þ

where Nk is the number of items recommended in the k experiment and Nposk, the position in a ordered list that occupies the
item that the user has experienced.

Notice that if a review is positive, then ϵk is low if the item is ranked at the top of the recommendation list, while if a
review is negative, ϵk is low if the item is ranked at the bottom of the list.
5.3.1. Collaborative-based model results
The proposed collaborative models gather the opinion of the crowd by averaging the feedback from users whose taste is

similar to the recommended user, a.k.a. neighborhood. As introduced earlier, the N neighbors are identified through the k-
nearest neighbor algorithm that uses the cosine similarity of the historical user experiences.

First, we plot the Area Under the Curves (AUC) of the recommendation error cumulative density functions (cdf) which let
us interpret the goodness of the models with the available Foursquare data sets.

As Fig. 7 suggests that Naive Bayes outperforms the Multinomial and SLDA models. Even more relevant is the fact that
using no sentiment performs better than using a sentiment model. The collaborative model without sentiment considers all
tips as positive instead of using the sentiment model which extracts the opinion from the reviewer.

However, the fact of using an unbalanced data set with more positive than negative experiences benefits those models
that are biased towards positive ratings. As shown in Table 2, Naive Bayes, and obviously the no-sentiment model, have
bigger proportions of positive ratings in the training data sets (because the trained sentiment classifier was generated in this
way) and they perform better in test data set which has greater number of positive experiences.

In order to mitigate the unbalancing effects described above, we propose to subsample the testing data set in two
balanced data sets and then compute the performance accuracy. In order to estimate properly the cumulative density



Fig. 9. Performance of the content-based branch. (a) AUC of the cdf as a function of the number of features and (b) AUC of the cdf as a function of the
number of reviews.

Fig. 10. AUC from the cdf of the recommendation error.
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function and the AUC statistic, we repeat the sub-sampling process hundreds of times and average the results. The results of
this assessments are shown in Fig. 8 for each of the sentiment models.

The results of this analysis show that the sentiment models behave better than the collaborative model without sen-
timent, except for Naive Bayes which behaves similarly. Furthermore, we realize that the SLDA models, which takes into
account the word polysemy, performs also better than others when used in a collaborative recommender.

5.3.2. Content-based model results
Content-based models cope with the user tastes, which are represented by features extracted from the tips data. We have

presented earlier three state-of-the-art text models to represent the user tastes into data features. Note that the content
model gathers the a priori knowledge about a restaurant. In other words, it takes into account the similarity between a user
and a venue based on their preferences and traits respectively. Consequently, we assess the content model against the fact
that user has gone or not to the recommended venue, more than evaluating the experience on it, since we understand that
the goal of the content-based model is to match similar profiles more than taking into account the global opinion about a
restaurant.

In what follows, we compare the performance accuracy of these three models by examining the AUC of the recom-
mendation error cdf. In this section, the recommendation error is defined as if all tips in the test data set were positive
experiences.
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Fig. 9a shows the performance accuracy as a function of the feature space size. Note that, in TF–IDF, features are key-
words; in LSA, semantic concepts; and in LDA, document topics. Although the complexity that entails LSA and LDA models,
the simplicity of TF–IDF content model tends to generate more accurate recommendations for feature space size ranging
from 2 to 100 features, since it outputs a greater AUC and hence less recommendation error.

Despite the noisiness of these curves, clearly related to noisy text reviews, there is a tendency that states that the greater
the number of features, the more AUC and the better performance accuracy is. However, the feature space size directly
impacts the computation time and hence the velocity to make a recommendation. From now on, we use k¼100 for all three
models, which guarantees a fair tradeoff between performance accuracy and computation cost. The different cdf and their
AUC for each of the content models with k¼100 features can be seen in Fig. 10.

One of the aspects that could affect the performance accuracy of the content-based models is the number of reviews or
tips per venue and user. As shown in Fig. 9b, the performance accuracy increases with the number of reviews per venue and
user. The graphic plots the AUC for observations of users and venues in the test data set with more than a given number of
reviews. Consequently, it says that the more knowledge we have about the venue and the user, the better we can estimate
its recommendation. Note also that TF–IDF outperforms the LSA and LDA for any number of tips.

In general, it can be interpreted that not only the number of the reviews influence the performance accuracy and
coverage of a review-based recommendation system, but also other features about the data such as the quality of the
reviews, the heterogeneity of topics reviewed, the influence of the reviewer, amongst others.

As a closing remark for this section we point out that we believe our selection of metrics for capturing the quality of our
rankings are adequate for the task and data at hand. The reader should note that we are not predicting ratings, and so more
common measures such as MAE or RMSE are not appropriate in our context. Refer to [2,27] for more in depth discussion on
the topic of classification accuracy metrics for ranking systems.

5.3.3. GeoSRS: our hybrid recommender system
Finally, we show results of GeoSRS, obtained by linearly combining both content-based and collaborative approaches, as

discussed in Section 4.1. Our aim in this section is twofold. Firstly, we want to optimize the coefficient α from Eq. (6) that
minimizes the recommendation error. In other words, we seek to find α values that maximize the AUC of the recom-
mendation error cumulative density function. Hence, we simulate several recommendations for different α values and
computed its associated AUC to find the one that maximizes it. Secondly, we aim to show that the hybrid approach con-
sistently outperforms each individual component.
Fig. 11. Hybrid linear combiner optimization.

Fig. 12. Empirical cumulative density functions for content-based (green), collaborative (red) and hybrid (black) set-ups. (a) Paired recommendations and
(b) unpaired recommendations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)



Table 3
AUC and coverage for different set-ups of the review-based recommender.

Recommendation Hybrid Content-based Collaborative Coverage%

Paired rec. 0.6566 0.5984 0.6351 8.34
Unpaired rec. 0.6044 0.5922 0.5514 39.81

Fig. 13. Comparison against state-of-the-art hybridization techniques.
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To globally assess the recommender, we consider again the evaluation model with the testing experiences classified as
positive or negative. The SLDA sentiment model is chosen since it scored higher in the balanced evaluation test. Further-
more, TF–IDF is chosen as the content-based model to be included in this hybrid approach.

Fig. 11 plots two curves, both representing the AUC of GeoSRS for different values of α ranging from 0 to 20, see Eq. (6).
Notice that the collaborative branch does not always output predictions due to lack of close neighbors to the given user. The
left-most plot shows the performance of GeoSRS for all reviews in the test data set, whereas the right-most plot shows the
performance of GeoSRS reviews that can be covered (make a recommendation) by both system branches (“paired”
recommendations). As the graphic shows, an α equal to 1.5 maximizes AUCs from both scenarios. Note also that α¼ 0
corresponds to the collaborative recommender, while α-1 corresponds to the content-based recommender.

Next, we plot the empirical cdf for both situations with α¼ 1:5. Fig. 12a shows the performance accuracy for paired
recommendations. That the hybrid system has greater AUC can also be clearly seen in Table 3.

Fig. 12 b plots the empirical cumulative density function for the real Foursquare data set dominated by unpaired
recommendations, what this means is that recommendations do not necessarily have a collaborative prediction for each
content-based. Particularly, we observe that in our situation for every 5 content-based recommendations, there is only one
collaborative recommendation. This has a huge impact into the overall system evaluation because unpaired recommen-
dations weights more than paired recommendations and the content-based branch seems to perform more accurately. As
shown in Fig. 12b, the Hybrid curve is now closer to the content-based curve than to the collaborative which is much lower
because it cannot output an appropriate recommendation for those users without neighborhood.

By exposing the results split into two separate data sets (paired and unpaired recommendations), the fact of using a
linear model always guarantees greater performance. The hybrid recommender performance benefits from either when the
collaborative branch can work out a rating or when it cannot. Nonetheless, the biggest contributions happen when the
collaborative branch can recommend.

It is relevant to say that restricting the recommender just to those users with a collaborative prediction (paired
recommendation) has a huge impact to the overall recommendation coverage since the collaborative branch has low
coverage due to the high sparsity in commonly rated venues. Table 3 shows the relationship between the performance
accuracy in terms of AUC for different system configurations and the recommendation coverage in each data set situation
mentioned above.

For the sake of comparison, we implement two state-of-the-art hybridization techniques that have been shown to work
specially well when employing two components of different strengths (for example, collaborative and content-based)
named meta-level and cascade [9].

Regarding the meta-level setup, we build a collaborative through content approach similar to Pazzani [38], which uses
the content-based recommendation matrix to identify the close neighborhood of each user under evaluation. The unseen
rates are estimated by means of averaging their neighbor's sentiment rates, computed beforehand through the sentiment
analysis model. On the contrary, the cascade configuration builds a strictly hierarchical hybrid which first applies the
stronger branch, in our scenario this is the collaborative, and then it uses the content-based branch for those items which
the collaborative could not decide well. A very similar system was proposed by Burke [8] for restaurant recommendation,
but their hybrid system relied on a knowledge-based in place of a content-based recommender branch.
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Fig. 13 shows the empirical density curves of the error for weighted, meta-level and cascade hybrids. As it is shown, the
simple weighted hybrid system used in GeoSRS outperforms the other two enabling a simple but rather powerful hybri-
dization technique.
6. Conclusions and future work

GeoSRS enables social network users to mitigate the information overload problem by digging into text reviews data and
recommending personalized items according to their preferences based on their past reviews. GeoSRS supposes a novel
attempt to purely integrate text reviews data into a working recommending system.

This paper assesses different GeoSRS set-ups which use several state-of-the-art text mining techniques. According to the
proposed offline evaluation approach, the results justify combining text review content and sentiment into an hybrid
recommending engine. This is particularly relevant in balanced and paired data sets. Concretely, our results show that for
our data set the best configuration is given by TF–IDF for the content-based branch and SLDA for the collaborative branch
with a coefficient of α¼ 1:5. Moreover, the evaluation outcomes point out the importance of the data retrieval process and
the quality of the data set, by showing that the larger the number of reviews, the greater the performance accuracy. Not
least, we have also shown the benefits of using a simple hybridization technique like the weighted linear combination
compared to employing more complex techniques such as cascade or meta-level.

Within this evaluation scheme and GeoSRS, we show that the goodness of recommendation coverage is tied to the fact of
having historical reviews for all users and all items. We observe that the growth of the social network activity over the years
directly improves this evaluation figure, but we also state that the more the retrieved data, the better the coverage. We
speculate that the quality of our recommendations should improve as the number of reviews increases over time.

In order to directly impact the performance accuracy and recommendation coverage of the GeoSRS, this paper also
motivates the use of Quadtree algorithm to efficiently retrieve geolocated data, such as reviews from Foursquare. A parallel
version of Quadtree is detailed in this paper with the aim to effectively crawl data from large urban areas. As a result,
GeoSRS together with the Quadtree crawling process becomes key components of a recommending system capable of
working in large data sets of reviews for large urban areas.

Finally, we can conclude that GeoSRS results, as in many other recommender systems, highly depend on the availability
and quality of the data. We have shown that by balancing data sets or making paired recommendations in the hybrid set-up,
the outcome of the system could differ. Because of this, we deeply encourage GeoSRS to undergo through online evaluation
tests, such as randomized experiments or A/B testing, in order to mitigate the skewness on the Foursquare test data sets and
get more reliable results.
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